PORPHYRY Lite
80% Less Fat

New Mexico Tech
1998 Graduates*

*Plus other ingredients
Porphyry

Porphyry is a rock with a fine-grained igneous base containing many distinct crystals.

In the same way, members of the Graduating Class of 1998 are like distinct crystals embedded in the medium of their New Mexico Tech experiences and education. While each individual is unique, all of us, as a group, share the same common basis of memories.

Porphyry has been the name of New Mexico Tech's yearbook from its first publication in 1925 until its last publication in 1981. In order that the memories of a generation of New Mexico Tech students may not be lost, this year — 1998 — the Student Association and Alumni Office combined forces to produce Porphyry Lite, a brief, but we hope, meaningful, yearbook.

Will this be the last Porphyry for another 16 years? We hope not.
Daniel P. Miggins
Patricia Ann Mills
Anil Kumar Mishra

James W. Moore
Veronica Jean Moczygemba
Angelique Dinorah Neuman

Victoria Elizabeth Obermayer
Denis William Oesch
John J. Osowski

Alethea J. Otero
Angela A. Partain
Susan Kay Peirick

Ryan Keith Puckett
Robert A. Quintana, II
Adam J. Radford

Mary Rose Reisenauer
Kenneth Alfonso Salaz
Angela A. Sanchez-O’Donald

Stan Sandoval
Randall C. Scasny
J. Christopher Sears

Utjok Welo Risma Siagian
David John Sivils
Anya D. Smith
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Patience A. Stapley
Lara Anne Storke
Joseph R. Stroud

Nathanial Gordon Taylor
Michael Lawrence Templeton
Grant William Thiltgen

Karl K. Thomas
Terry R. Thomas
Patrick A. Tillman

Melling Annette Tong-Morrison
Alison Marie Torres
David M. Torres

Paul E. Torres
Patrick Mark Treuthardt
Kendra D. Tripp

Susan Ann Velarde
Jianxin Wang
Belinda Candelaria Westling

Kyle C. Wiens
David "Jess" Wright
Ruo-bing Xiao

Zhenggang Yuan
Amanda Erin Zeigler
Yiqiao Zou
Photos of the following graduates were not available:

Marc Wesley Ahlen
Jordan Alexander
Saeed M. Al-Ghamdi
Maqsood Ali
Gregory Jay Allen
Regnar Igor Ferrel Alvarez
Allyn R. Anderson
Robert Matthew Appelt
Angelo Edward Archuleta
Jorge Henderson Armstrong
Vicente Antonio Astacio Théoret
Julianne D. Baca
Kenneth G. Baca
Erik Iver Bakkum
Michael Barabanov
Amy Nicole Barber
Jack Thomas Bender
Trent Christopher Boneau
Kenneth Ridge Bowden
Ian Robert Broglie
Joanne Louise Budzien
Robert Wyatt Carver
Mark Pearce Carling
Rebecca A. Chavez
Clinton Richard Clarke
Carter L. Cliff
Susan Jennifer Colarullo
Michael Allen Combe
Blossom Janis Cordova
Juan D. Cordova, Jr.
Susan Elizabeth Cordova
Catherine Julia Craig
Jianhua Cui
Simon Richard Cunningham
Andrés Marin de la Plaza
Gina DeRosa
Michele Regina Dineyazhe
Tianhao Du
Murat Dündar
Rodney Todd Earwood
Efe S. Ege
Christopher T. Ellinger
Denise Marie Elvrum
Tiannuang Fan
Travis E. Ferguson
Mary Elizabeth Finnell-Jones
Amanda CoraMae Castillo Gallegos
Sarina Gaskill
Penelope E. Gomez
Sidney Jean Hammon TRE
Timothy A. Hanson
Geoffrey Matthew Hargreaves
Brett A. Harkwell
Michael Anthony Hawkes
Michiel Robert Heynekamp
Tony LeRoy Heaton
Dewi Triarti Hidayati
Alex Christopher Hilgendorf
Adam Rolland Hill
Brian Patrick Hoyt, II
Calit Chia-Lan Hsu
Badru Mohamed Jan
Meredith Leah Jonas
H. Kirk Jones
Randall Allan Jones
Danyal F. Kakli
Sudshe Yeshawanth Kamath
Alexander Dale Kent
Masihur Rahman Khan
Haddys Khawaja
Yanfei Kong
Andang Kustamsi
Natalie E. Latyshe
Dominic L. Lees
Glen Paul LeSeige
Kelvin Lester
Huan Liu
Sean C. Lowe
Jessica Marie Mace
James Arthur Mathis
Barbara Jo Mattson
Andrew J. Mayer

Todd B. McCollam
Sean Michael McCullough
Jessica McElhinney
Cheryl McEwen
Brigid Kathleen McHale
Dennis Robert McMahon
Dale Glenn Medford
Margaret-Gail Medina
Qixu Mo
Joseph Germany Monsanto
Travis Kent Moulton
Bruce M. Nemetz
Meredith Leah Ness
Hal H. Newell, III
Greg A. Newlin
Loi Tan Nguyen
Ketil Nilsen Nikolaisen
Jose Gildardo Osorio
Ketan G. Patel
Robin Ann Pearson
Robert Douglas Peirce
René Alonso Pereyra
Mark John Phaneuf
Joseph Pierce
Mary Ethel Plotner
Sandra Jean Powell
Michael F. Prins
Gabriel Lorenzo Rael
Eric Edward Reed
Jonathan G. Reimer
Chris O. Rosacker
K. Scott Rowe
Matthew J. Rouse
David Bealer Rublin
Marylee Ruehle
Scott James Salvas
Allen Brian Schult
Timothy Coode Schwilm
William W. Seibert III
Zoe Sera

Amit Sharma
Eric Sievert Shearer
John M. Sigla
Thomas Michael Smith
Hilvar Brinco da Sartveit
Samuel Ray Speaker, Jr.
Diane Kay Burnbaugh Stevenson
Deborah Joan Steven
Paul David Stinnett
Jeffery Robert Stone
Cale Swanson
Peter Christopher Sype
Royal Taherpour
Bryce Christopher Tappan
Keith Thomas Tellman
Hugh Theodore Thomas
Ronald L. Trueblood Jr.
Daniel J. Trujillo
Bernadette Bigibas T'sosie
Robert M. Tyrrell, Jr.
Victor D. Versace
Christa Michelle Vindum
Kurt Macy Vollbrecht
Susan Marie Von Drasek
Clifford Abdul Walker
Hui-mei Wang
Jinglan Wang
Qing-ming Wang
Yongmei Wang
James M. Watnus
Timothy Scott Weeks
Thomas J. Wilhel
Christopher P. Wolf
Jin Wu
Tzang-mow Yao
Daron Jonathan Yates
Jeanne L. Zamora
RUGBY!

NMT Men's Rugby Team
Standing: Herb Howell, Sam Wheatley, Charles Weller, Mike Hanna, Bill O'Neill, Jason Shaw, Ryan Cooper, Greg Deickman, Clint Richardson, Eric Surber, Fred Yarger, Marvin MacAuley, Jeff Smith, Bjorn Beuder, Dave Wheelock and Josef Hart.

NMT Women's Rugby Team
Front row: Christina Sanchez, Christina Baca, Tammi Keahr and Liza Miret.
Fire Fighting Robots

"FIRE! If we only had a fire fighting robot handy."
Scott, April, Dominic and Steve place 2nd in their task at the 8th Annual Environmental Engineering Design Contest!

Everyone called shotgun? Someone will have to sit on a lap.

Sunrayce 97
Must be laundry day.

Hangin' out at South Hall.
Engineering a new hiccup cure.

Is anyone here 21?